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Mark 10:45(NIV) For even the Son of Man
did not come to be served, but to serve, and
to give his life as a ransom for many.”
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CTCDRT has a local feeding unit. CTCDRT is in the process of
developing other teams. You MUST have yellow cap orientation to
be able to deploy to a disaster and specialty training is a plus when
deploying with teams of all ministries. Please feel free to call any of
the CTCDRT members listed below or email CTCDRT@gmail.com to
discuss your areas of interest or how you can become involved in
CTCDRT.
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Points of Contact for CTCDRT
Steve Hubbard
254-654-3828
Jim McDougall
254-541-0785
Bryan Davis
254-541-0975
Tex Phipps
254-624-4835
Judy Phipps
254-624-4836
Ed Skrabanek
254-913-6658
Nancy Skrabanek
254-760-0669
Monica McDougall
254-721-0667
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TBM set the standard for disaster relief,
and we continue that tradition responding
in Texas and around the world to offer the
Hope of Christ to those who need it.
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RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
ROYAL AMBASSADORS
WATER MINISTRY
BUILDERS
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Discover ways to share Christ’s Love in times of human need.
Find your connection to TBM as a donor or volunteer.
PH 214.275.1100

TBMTX.ORG

FACEBOOK.COM/TEXASBAPTISTMEN
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